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The transport and thermoelectric properties of the interface between SrTiO3 and a 26-monolayer-thick LaAlO3
layer grown at high oxygen pressure have been investigated at temperatures from 4.2 to 100 K and in magnetic
fields up to 18 T. For T > 4.2 K, two different electronlike charge carriers originating from two electron channels
which contribute to transport are observed. We probe the contributions of a degenerate and a nondegenerate
band to the thermoelectric power and develop a consistent model to describe the temperature dependence of the
thermoelectric tensor. Anomalies in the data point to an additional magnetic field dependent scattering.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.91.045304 PACS number(s): 73.40.−c, 72.15.Jf
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of conduction at the interface between
the two band-insulating perovskite oxides SrTiO3 (STO) and
LaAlO3 (LAO) [1] a plethora of new effects have been found,
ranging from superconductivity [2] to magnetism [3–10] and
tunable switching of high mobility interface conductivity
[11–13], depending on the ground state the sample reaches.
The nature of the ground state present in the systems depends
closely on the growth parameters of the LaAlO3 layer [3],
the LaAlO3 layer thickness [14–16], and the configuration of
the heterostructures with different capping layers on top of
LaAlO3 [10,17–19].
A number of possible mechanisms are proposed to be
responsible for the conduction at the interface [20–25], which
can lead to multiple charge-carrier conduction if several are
active. Indeed multiple carrier conduction has been found
in SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interfaces over a wide range of growth
conditions [4,17,26–30].
Until the present, most investigations on the elec-
tronic properties of LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interfaces have been
done using transport experiments [1–19,26,29–32], while
measurements of thermoelectric power are still sparse in
SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interfaces [28,33,34]. Whereas transport
experiments are generally dominated by the charge-carrier
mobility, contributions of lower mobility can be accessed
in thermoelectric power measurements. Additionally, the
thermoelectric power is known to be sensitive to magnetic
scattering, and thus is an ideal tool to investigate multi-
ple charge-carrier contributions in samples with magnetic
signatures.
In the present work we report on our investigation of the
interface electronic structure of one specific type of LAO/STO
heterostructure, with a 10-nm (26 unit cells) LAO film, which
is known to exhibit magnetic signatures [3]. Magnetotransport
and thermoelectric-power measurements have been performed
in a large temperature and magnetic field range. We apply a
two carrier model to the magnetotransport data and find two
*u.zeitler@science.ru.nl
different charge carriers with different densities and mobilities.
By combining transport and thermopower data, we extend
this model to the thermoelectric tensor  at zero field and
develop a preliminary description for its behavior in magnetic
field.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we describe
the details of sample growth and the experimental setup. In
Sec. III we show our transport results, which we describe in
terms of a classical two-carrier model. In Sec. IV we present
our results of the thermopower measurements and extend our
model to thermopower. In Sec. V we discuss our results and
draw conclusions in Sec. VI.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The sample is grown by pulsed laser deposition and has a
10-nm-thick (26 unit cells) LAO film on a TiO2-terminated
single-crystal STO [001] substrate (treatment described in
Ref. [35]). The LAO film was deposited at a substrate tem-
perature of 850 ◦C and an oxygen pressure of 2 × 10−3mbar,
in order to minimize oxygen vacancies, using a single-crystal
LaAlO3 target. The growth of the LAO film was monitored
using in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction. After
the growth, the samples were cooled to room temperature at
the deposition pressure.
Electrical contacts to the sample were made using an
ultrasonic wire bonder to punch through the LAO layers and
attaching manganine wires to the holes with silver paint.
The thermoelectric power was measured in a home-built
apparatus in a standard one heater, two thermometer geometry
similar to the one used in Ref. [36]. The resistivity was
measured on the same sample and in the same apparatus using
a conventional low-noise lock-in technique. Both quantities
were measured in positive and negative field directions and
the data shown are symmetrized (antisymmetrized) to obtain
the diagonal (off-diagonal) components of the resistivity-
and thermoelectric power tensors. We use the historical sign
convention for the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect throughout the
paper (positive Nernst signal along the y direction, when the
field is in the z direction and the gradient is in the x direction).
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependence of sheet re-
sistance (line). Sheet resistance from the two-charge-carrier model
(dots). (b) Sheet resistance (black line) and Hall resistance (dashed
red line) at 4 K showing the negative magnetoresistance and the
linear Hall effect. (c) Measured sheet resistance Rxx for temperature
between 4 and 100 K. (d) Measured Hall resistivity for temperature
between 4 and 100 K (empty dots). Fits with the two-charge-carrier
model (lines).
III. MAGNETOTRANSPORT
The temperature dependence of the sheet resistance RS ,
the magnetoresistance Rxx , and the Hall data Rxy are shown
in Figs. 1(a), 1(c), and 1(d), respectively. The analysis of the
transport data follows closely our previous work [26]. From
the transport data (Fig. 1), we can distinguish three different
regions (from low to high temperature): region I (up to ∼8 K)
with logarithmically decreasing sheet resistance and linear
Hall effect, region II (∼8 to ∼50 K) with strongly decreasing
sheet resistance and strongly nonlinear Hall resistance, and
region III (above ∼50 K) showing an increase in the sheet
resistance and a linear Hall effect with respect to the magnetic
field.
The transport data can be analyzed using a two-charge-
carrier model for two independent, electronlike channels. For
T > 7.5 K the magnetic field dependent Hall resistance Rxy
was fitted with a restriction to the zero-field resistance RS0
using the equations [37]
Rxy = B
e
(
n1μ
2
1 + n2μ22
) + (μ1μ2B)2(n1 + n2)
(n1μ1 + n2μ2)2 + (μ1μ2B)2(n1 + n2)2 ,
RS0 = 1
e(n1μ1 + n2μ2) ,
(1)
with e the electron charge, B the magnetic field, and the
independent fitting parameters n1,2 and μ1,2 as charge-carrier
density and mobility for the two channels, respectively. For
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Charge-carrier densities of the two
electronlike bands n1, n2 from the two-charge-carrier model (inset:
Arrhenuis plot for n2). (b) Mobilities of the two electronlike bands
μ1, μ2 from the two-charge-carrier model.
the lowest and highest temperature, where the Hall resistance
is completely linear, the density for one type of charge carrier
was obtained from a linear fit to Rxy = B/(en) and the
mobility from RS0 = 1/(enμ). The obtained fitting parameters
are shown in Fig. 2 [38]. The first type of charge carriers
(n1, μ1) has a relatively high and temperature-independent
charge-carrier density of about n1 ∼ 1014 cm−2. The mobility
of these charge carriers is low with μ1 ∼ 40 cm2/V s and
decreases towards lower temperatures to μ1 ∼ 1 cm2/V s at
4 K (therefore referred to as low mobility charge carriers).
This decrease in mobility to lower temperatures was attributed
to magnetic, Kondo-like scattering due to the negative magne-
toresistance at low temperatures and is described in more detail
in our previous work [3,26]. The slight decrease in mobility
at higher temperatures is probably due to electron-phonon
scattering.
The second type of charge carriers has a much lower
charge-carrier density, which is increasing with a thermally
activated behavior n2 ∝ e−2/kBT from n2 ∼ 2 × 109 cm−2 at
11 K to n2 ∼ 4 × 1011 cm−2 at 65 K; i.e., we deal with charge
carriers, which have to be treated as a nondegenerate electron
gas. To derive the energy gap between the nondegenerate,
high mobility band at higher energy and the low-lying, low
mobility band, we can use an Arrhenius plot [inset of Fig. 2(a)],
which gives a gap of 2 = (6.4 ± 0.4) meV, comparable to
the results on other samples [10,19,26]. The mobility is high
at low temperatures (μ2 ∼ 2000 cm2/V s) and decreases at
higher temperatures by one order of magnitude (high mobility
charge carriers).
IV. THERMOELECTRIC POWER
The temperature dependence of the zero-field thermoelec-
tric power −Sxx is shown in Fig. 3(a). First, the thermoelectric
power is negative, confirming that our carriers are electrons.
Second, we point out the absence of a clear phonon-drag peak
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Zero-field thermoelectric power Sxx
in a semilogarithmic plot for clarity. A small deviation from the
observed T 0.4 dependence around 15 K is marked by an asterisk.
(b) Magnetothermopower MS (see text) for selected temperatures.
(c) Nernst effect Sxy for selected temperatures.
[36]. Only a faint deviation from the observed dependence
is visible around 15 K (marked by an asterisk). Thus we
assume that we are in the regime of diffusion-dominated
thermopower. The three regions identified in the transport
measurements are indicated by the dashed lines. Region I
cannot be clearly identified in thermopower due to the lack
of data points. In region II, the thermopower is increasing
monotonously, proportional to approximately T 0.3–T 0.4. We
note that the temperature dependence is also in agreement
with thermoelectric power by variable range hopping which
gives a T 1/3 dependence for a two-dimensional (2D) electron
gas [39].
If multiple charge carriers are present, the individual
contributions of the charge carrier have to be weighted by
their conductivities and we can write for Sxx at zero magnetic
field [40]
Sxx = σ
(1)
xx S
(1)
xx + σ (2)xx S(2)xx
σ
(1)
xx + σ (2)xx
. (2)
The combination of both contributions explains the observed
temperature dependence and will be described later in this
paper using the thermoelectric tensor (see Fig. 4).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependence of xx (black
dots). For illustration typical curves for degenerate and nondegenerate
electrons are shown (see text). (b) Magnetic field dependence of xx
for selected temperatures between 4 and 100 K. (c) Magnetic field
dependence of xy for selected temperatures between 4 and 100 K.
In region III, the thermopower is constant up to about
120 K and increases monotonously at higher temperatures,
again proportional to approximately T 0.4.
When a magnetic field is applied, the magnitude of the
thermoelectric power decreases. We can define the magne-
tothermopower MS as
MS(B) = Sxx(B) − Sxx(B = 0)
Sxx(B = 0) , (3)
shown in Fig. 3(b). In region I (4 K), the magnetothermopower
is weak and linear with a decrease by about 11% at 16 T.
In region II, the MS becomes stronger and nonlinear with
a maximal suppression of 25% at 15 K. Above 15 K the
magnetothermopower becomes weaker again but remains
nonlinear. In region III, the magnetothermopower is reduced
even more and becomes linear again.
The Nernst effect Sxy [Fig. 3(c)] shows similar be-
havior. In region I it is nearly linear and small, with
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ν = Sxy/B ≈ −12 nV/(TK). We note that this is still en-
hanced compared to the classical Fermi-liquid picture [41],
which is approximately
ν = −π
2
3
kB
e
kBT
F
μ ≈ −[0.1 . . . 1] nV
TK
(4)
depending on the actual Fermi energy. At higher temperature
(region II), Sxy becomes nonlinear and increases by an order
of magnitude at 40 K and 16 T in comparison to the value
at 4 K. When entering region III, the Nernst signal becomes
linear again and decreases toward higher temperatures.
The overall behavior of the thermoelectric signals in
magnetic field resembles the transport signals, i.e., linear
and small in regions I and III and nonlinear and large in
region II. It is therefore beneficial to derive an appropriate
two-charge-carrier model for the thermopower, which can be
done following the work of Cao et al. [42].
The thermopower tensor is defined by S = E/(∇T ) under
the condition of Jq = 0, with E the electric field, Jq the charge
current density, and ∇T the temperature gradient. We can use
an extended Ohm’s law
Jq = σE − ∇T , (5)
with σ the conductivity tensor,  the thermoelectric tensor,
and ρ = σ−1 the resistivity, to find an expression for the
thermopower tensor:
S = E/(∇T ) = σ−1 = ρ. (6)
By rewriting Eq. (6), we get  = σS for the thermoelectric
tensor. Using σ and S from our measured data we obtain xx
and xy , shown in Fig. 4.
The temperature dependence of the thermoelectric tensor
xx at zero magnetic field [Fig. 4(a)] is characterized by a
negative quantity (typical for electrons), the magnitude of
which increases linearly with temperature for T < 25 K. At
25 K, the thermoelectric tensor starts to increase rapidly up
to a plateau, which extends between 50 and 90 K. This
increase originates from two simultaneous effects: the increase
in mobility of the low mobility (degenerate) charge carriers
and the thermally activated population of the high mobility
(nondegenerate) band. Above 90 K, the thermoelectric tensor
starts to decrease, probably due to an increase in phonon
scattering.
To describe the zero-field data, the contributions of the
degenerate and the nondegenerate band have to be added
up:  = d + nd . The degenerate, low mobility band can be
described by the well-known Mott formula [43]:
d = −σd π
2kB
3e
kBT
F
(1 + p), (7)
with the Fermi energy F and the scatter parameter p =
(∂ln τ/∂ln ε)|εF . The temperature dependence of the ther-
mopower of a nondegenerate two-dimensional electron gas
(as are the thermally excited high mobility charge carriers) is
given by [44]
nd = σnd k
e
[
(p + 2) + e
kT
]
, (8)
with e the Fermi energy measured from the lower edge
of the conduction band and p = (∂ln τ/∂ln ε). Thus, the
thermopower of a nondegenerate electron gas is proportional
to 1/T .
To illustrate the behavior of the temperature dependence of
these bands, we plotted typical curves for the thermoelectric
tensor of degenerate and nondegenerate electron systems d
and nd in Fig. 4(a) using the conductivities of the two bands
as determined by the transport measurements.
As parameters for the curves we used p = −0.5, which
is the theoretical value for hard-sphere scattering [45], e =
6.4 meV for the nondegenerate gas, as extracted from the ther-
mal activation analysis, and F = 20 meV for the degenerate
electron gas, in order to achieve the right magnitude compared
to the data measured. We note that F = 20 meV is in the right
order of magnitude for a 2D electron gas with the density
measured. Fitting the temperature dependence is not possible
because the scatter parameters and energies in Eqs. (7) and (8),
respectively, are not independent from each other. The actual
values of the scatter parameter p(i) and the energies e and F
can be determined by magnetic field dependent measurements,
using an appropriate model for the magnetic field dependence
of the two bands.
The magnetic field dependences of the diagonal
[xx/xx(B = 0)] and off-diagonal (xy) components of the
thermoelectric tensor are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c),
respectively. The magnitude of the diagonal component of
the thermoelectric tensor xx/xx(B = 0) decreases with field
at all measured temperatures. However, the details of their
magnetic field dependences change drastically. At low temper-
atures, xx/xx(B = 0) decreases steeply at low fields, turning
into saturation toward higher fields. The total decrease is
thereby the largest at 20 K. Starting from 30 K, xx/xx(B = 0)
is flat at low fields, getting steeper toward high fields and
saturating again at highest fields. This saturation vanishes at
100 K within the measured field range.
The off-diagonal component xy increases linearly at low
fields, changing with a kink to a lower, still linear slope at
higher fields. The field where the slope changes increases
linearly with temperature from about 2 T at 4 K to 4.2 T at
20 K. Due to the sharpness of the kink and hisB-T dependence,
we attribute this kink to be a remnant of magnetic scattering.
At 30 and 40 K, a similar change in the slope exists, but at
higher fields and smeared out over several Teslas. Therefore,
we attribute this behavior to the existence of two different
types of charge carriers. At 65 and 100 K, the transition either
vanishes or is so much broadened and shifted to higher fields
that it is not visible anymore in our measurement.
To model the field dependence of the thermoelectric tensor
of the first type of charge carriers, we can use an expression for
the diffusion thermoelectric tensor in the classical, degenerate
limit given by [36]
xx = −σxx L0eT
εF
[
1 + p1 − μ
2B2
1 + μ2B2
]
,
xy = −σxy L0eT
εF
[
1 + 2p
1 + μ2B2
]
,
(9)
with L0 = π2k2B/3e2 the Lorenz number, kB the Boltzmann
constant, εF the Fermi energy, p = (∂ln τ/∂ln ε)|εF , and τ
the transport lifetime. The conductivities σxx and σxy are
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calculated with
σxx = neμ1 + μ2B2 , σxy =
neμ2B
1 + μ2B2 , (10)
using the charge-carrier densities n and the mobilities μ
obtained from the transport data (Fig. 2).
The second type of charge carriers (n1, μ1) is nondegener-
ate. Therefore it cannot be modeled with the same equations.
To the best of our knowledge, a theoretical model for the
magnetic field dependent thermopower of a nondegenerate
electron gas is still missing. A development of such a model
is beyond the scope of this work and remains as a future
challenge.
V. DISCUSSION
The main part of our data, i.e., for temperatures above 30 K,
seems to be well described by a two-charge-carrier model, also
for thermoelectric power. However, below 30 K some peculiar
features are observed: first, the magnitude of the Nernst signal
is enhanced compared to the Fermi-liquid picture; second,
the kink observed in the off-diagonal component of the
thermoelectric tensor xy has a linear B-T dependence.
A similar anomaly is observed in transport measurements
at the same temperature, namely, the observation of a negative
magnetoresistance shown in Fig. 1(b) and described elsewhere
[3,26]. There, the negative magnetoresistance is attributed to
magnetic, Kondo-like scattering. Indeed, the thermoelectric
power in Kondo lattices shows similar behavior as in the
LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface.
In three-dimensional Kondo lattices with one type of charge
carrier, the Seebeck coefficient Sxx is decreasing strongly with
magnetic field and saturating at high fields, and the Nernst
coefficient ν = Sxy/B is large at small fields and decreasing
to higher fields [46,47]. In other words, the Nernst effect is
increasing strongly at low magnet fields and saturates at high
fields. In our measurements, we observe the same behavior for
low temperatures; a strong decrease in the Seebeck effect with
saturation to high fields and a strong increase in Nernst at low
field saturating at high fields (see Fig. 3). Since we observe
the same signatures as in Kondo-lattice materials, we suggest
that a similar mechanism could play a role in our sample
and we attribute the strong magnetic field dependence of
the thermoelectric tensor to an additional magnetic scattering
acting on the low mobility charge carriers (n1,μ1) at low
temperature.
A possible route to magnetic scattering can be explained by
the polar-catastrophe scenario [20], where charge is transferred
to the interface due to the polarity of the LaAlO3 layers.
This additional charge can change the electric state of the
nonmagnetic Ti4+ ions in SrTiO3 to magnetic Ti3+ ions [9,48].
These magnetic Ti3+ ions then can act as scattering partners
for the electrons at the interface and the low mobility charge
carriers are located close to the interface at the Ti3+ ions. Over
the location of the high mobility charge carriers we cannot
give any conclusion.
We lack an appropriate model to determine the density of
magnetic moments at the interface from our data. However, we
can place an upper limit by assuming that they are created by
the electrons arising from the polar catastrophe. This would
give an upper limit of 1/2 a moment per unit cell or 3.4 ×
10−14 cm−2.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have measured a complete set of transport and thermo-
electric power data in a temperature range from 4 to 100 K
in fields up to 18 T. We find two different electronlike charge
carriers with different densities and mobilities: a degenerate
band with a low mobility and a high carrier density and a
nondegenerate band with a higher mobility, which vanishes
at low temperatures. The temperature dependence of the
thermoelectric tensor can be described by this two-band
picture, but for the magnetic field dependence an appropriate
model for the nondegenerate band is still missing. We identify
anomalies in the thermopower data, which cannot be readily
explained by the two-band picture. We attribute them to
an additional strongly magnetic field dependent scattering
mechanism of the low mobility charge carriers located close
to the Ti3+ atoms at the interface.
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